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RACE 1 Auto 2140

7 Adorable Face is interesting in this debut. The Raja Mirchi
daughter looked nice in the qualifier. Good number and she
could lead this from start to finish. 10 Mirci A'lir has not raced
for a while but ran two races last year. Was brave from outside
the leader in the last run and has good capacity. 6 Margarita is
well drawn and will certainly get a good start with gifted
Uhrberg. Was fifth in the last race and did alright. On the way
up. 9 Henessi Hill galloped directly in the last race and lost a lot
of ground. The chances are not easy to predict.

RANK
A: 7-10-6

B: 9-8-5-2-12

C: 4-3-1-11

Top 4: 7-10-6-9

Quinella:
Horses: 6, 7, 10
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 7
2: 6, 10
3: 5, 6, 8, 9, 10
Total: 8 x 2 = 16

RACE 2 Volt 2140

2 Gerben was very brave in the last V75 race and despite heavy
press in the middle of the race he was really brave and came in
second. Hard to beat here. 8 Jula Trix Treasure has earned more
than 2.2 million SEK in the US and was earlier trained by Åke
Svanstedt. The chances are not easy to predict in this first start
and this 40 meter handicap is tough. 1 Woudstra is better than
the latest results show. Was not at his best in the last
comeback. Was really good on December 31 and can open fast. 5
Trollhunter scored a good win in the last race and has good
skills. If the horse handles this number five he will be in the mix.

RANK
A: 2

B: 8-1-5-6-7-3

C: 4

Top 4: 2-8-1-5

Trifecta:
1: 2
2: 1, 8
3: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Total: 12 x 2 = 24
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RACE 3 Volt 2140

6 Honesty has three straight wins and is in great shape. Won
easily in the lead in the last run. Good chance again. 4 Global
Broadway has not raced for a very long time but is gifted. Peter
Untersteiner uses to have his horses well prepared after a long
break. 2 Queenstown met very tough opponents in the last
Breeders Crown elimination on Örebro and did alright from
third on the inside. Easier horses now. 9 Sarah Vaughan A.T.
scored a good win two starts back and impressed in the lead.
Different number now but has to be considered.

RANK
A: 6

B: 4-2-9-7-1-3

C: 5-8-10

Top 4: 6-4-2-9

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 4, 9
U-Horses: 6
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 6
2: 2, 4, 9
3: 2, 4, 9
Total: 6 x 2 = 12

RACE 4 Auto 1640

3 Hitthebar got a tough final 800 meter in the last V86 race but
was brave. This short distance is interesting. The horse has
good speed. 8 B.G.Pastor Jonte is the best horse in this field and
he finished strongly to victory in the last race and was
outstanding. Tough number here. 5 Strong Lover was really
good this winter and scored a comfortable win in the last run.
Got a break after that but has to be considered directly. Quick
starter. 9 Gigaro Am has met good horses and become tougher.
Does not win very often but has got a nice number for a
defensive trip. Got a break. In the mix.

RANK
A: 3-8-5

B: 9-10-4-7

C: 2-1-6

Top 4: 3-8-5-9

Quinella:
Horses: 3, 5, 8
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 3, 5, 8
2: 3, 5, 8
3: 3, 5, 8, 9, 10
Total: 18 x 2 = 36
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RACE 5 Auto 2140

2 Nouba Mom is the trainer very pleased with. Was
outstanding two starts back but failed in the V75 heavily
backed. Resumes from a spell and has to be considered directly.
3 Bring Me Wine is fast and was brave in the last race after a
tough journey outside of the leader. Will go for the lead and is
possible. 4 Global Benchmark makes his comeback and showed
good capacity last year. Galloped with 250 meter to go in the
last start and is interesting here. 5 Chiffchaff has two runs
under his belt after a break. Won directly in the comeback and
looked nice. Galloped directly though in the last Solvalla race.

RANK
A: 2-3

B: 4-5-7-6-1

C:

Top 4: 2-3-4-5

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 3
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 2, 3
2: 2, 3
3: 1, 4, 5, 6, 7
Total: 10 x 2 = 20

RACE 6, V86-1 Volt 3140

7 Shocking Superman has not convinced for a while and was not
successful either in France this winter. New trainer now. Has
very good capacity. 5 Coin Perdu has come back strongly after
injury. Put in a good effort in the last run without being empty.
Needs a nice trip from the back and can finish fast then. 3 Zizou
is very up and down. Scored a nice win two starts back but was
not as good in the last race. The chances are not easy to predict.
4 Townshend Broline scored a splendid win in the debut for
Lövgren. Has always been promising. Possible if the favorites
would fail.

RANK
A: 7

B: 5-3-4-6

C: 2-1

Top 4: 7-5-3-4

Quinella:
Horses: 5
U-Horses: 7
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 7
2: 5
3: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Total: 5 x 2 = 10
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RACE 7, V86-3 Auto 2140

2 M.T.One Wish has two runs under his belt after a short break.
Is getting better and better. Can open fast and should have a
good chance in the lead now. On the way up. 4 Chandelles has
got a break but is nice and can do it tough. Quick starter. Has to
be considered early if well prepared. 7 Best in Show As was
matched against tough opponents last year and did well. Was
not fit at the end but has worked well after that. Early choice
behind the favorite. 8 Post Shopping is up and down. Has good
capacity but does not always trot well. Tricky number here.

RANK
A: 2

B: 4-7-8-9

C: 3-1-5-6-10-11-12

Top 4: 2-4-7-8

Quinella:
Horses: 4, 7
U-Horses: 2
Total: 2 x 10 = 20

Trifecta:
1: 2
2: 4, 7, 8, 9
3: 4, 7, 8, 9
Total: 12 x 2 = 24

RACE 8, V86-5 Auto 2640

7 Kräsj is a very promising four year old. The stable is pleased
with him but he has been ill after the last run. The form is a
question mark but the horse has good capacity. 5 Alfas Kennedy
has to be considered early. Put in a splendid effort in the last
run and was close to win. Has good capacity but he needs to
avoid a mistake first. 2 FromHeaven Idzarda is consistent and
good and will soon score a victory in Sweden. Was brave in the
last run. Might change a couple of things and is worth a
warning. 1 Blue Frontline has met good horses and done well.
Can open quite fast. Will get a nice defensive trip here.

RANK
A: 7-5-2

B: 1-10-3-4

C: 9-11-12-6-8

Top 4: 7-5-2-1

Quinella:
Horses: 5, 7
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 5, 7
2: 5, 7
3: 1, 2, 3, 4, 10
Total: 10 x 2 = 20
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RACE 9, V86-7 Auto 2140

4 Harper Seabrook was back in fine form in the last race and
showed how good he can be. Won comfortably after finishing
13/800. Can open fast. 11 Dominic Wibb scored a splendid win
two starts back in a great time. Has good capacity but does not
always convince. Comes from a tough V75 race. 9 Durello is a
nice trotter who has not been at his best lately. Has been a non-
starter. Prefers quick pace. 3 Amore Bello is an interesting
Italian horse who has shown good speed. Could challenge
directly.

RANK
A: 4-11

B: 9-3-2-7-8

C: 5-10-6-1-12

Top 4: 4-11-9-3

Quinella:
Horses: 4, 11
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 4, 11
2: 4, 11
Total: 0 x 2 = 0

RACE 10 Volt 2140

4 Elektra U.R. is an interesting four year old and Lövgren is quite
pleased with his horse. Has a couple of runs under his belt now
and done alright. 2 Jan W.Schermer scored a nice win two starts
back and finished really fast. Did not convince at all in the last
race though and the form is a question mark. 7 Hector de Sajan
showed good speed in the last race and trotted under 10/400
meter. Gave up after that though. 3 Frisco has one run under his
belt after a pause and did alright then. Can open fast and will
get a nice journey in front here.

RANK
A: 4-2-7-3

B: 8-9-10-11

C: 1-5-6

Top 4: 4-2-7-3

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 3, 4, 7
Total: 6 x 10 = 60

Trifecta:
1: 2, 3, 4, 7
2: 2, 3, 4, 7
3: 2, 3, 4, 7
Total: 24 x 2 = 48
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